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Introduction
Savvy merchants know relevant merchandising is the key to converting 
customers and driving revenue. You can’t sell what a customer can’t find, 
and your customer won’t buy what doesn’t meet their personal buying 
criteria. 

Customers who know what they want most often use site search, but site 
search often fails customers -- returning too many matches or excluding 
products that exist in the catalog but don’t match searched keywords 
exactly. Results are ranked by simple algorithms that fail to infer the 
problems customers are trying to solve, how they intend to use products 
or what product attributes matter most to them. They also fail to 
account for the objectives and merchandising strategies of the business.

The result is average to awful search experiences that fail to meet 
customers’ expectations and leave revenue on the table.

Capturing this lost revenue requires intelligent search that is context-
aware -- the ability to recognize customer intent, recall all products 
that match this intent and rank them in the way that best suits the 
customer. Intelligent search self-learns over time, making personalized 
merchandising decisions in real-time.

In this guide, you’ll learn how intelligent search works, how to leverage 
merchandising controls to custom-tune search to specific customer 
segments, campaigns and business strategies, and extend intelligent 
search beyond your dot-com site to any touchpoint and experience.
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Why Modern Commerce Needs Intelligent 
Search
Online shoppers place a lot of trust in site search -- they 
expect it to do its job perfectly. If what they’re looking for 
doesn’t appear in search results, they assume you don’t 
have it. If results are too broad, they assume you don’t 
understand them (or your site is broken). When the “good 
stuff” is buried, they often abandon your site entirely, 
especially when using small-screened devices.

Just what that “good stuff” is, depends on who’s searching. 
It’s personal! Customers describe products in different ways, 
sometimes using slightly different terms than appear in your 
catalog taxonomy, product names and descriptions. Some 
are just beginning their buying journey and use search to 
browse. Others are close to conversion and want to quickly 
locate a specific product. Many variables influence what an 
individual is most likely to want -- context matters as much 
as keywords.
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Delivering a Contextual Search Experience

Search Intent

Search queries contain clues about customers, their preferences, the 
problems they want to solve and where they are in their buying journey. 
Shoppers who use broad, “head terms” like jeans or food processors 
without attributes are earlier in their journey, and often benefit from 
suggested queries that help them refine their buying criteria. Or, they 
may be using search as a quicker way to navigate to a particular 
department or category. Searchers with “longer-tail” queries that 
include brands, specific product names or attributes have a better 
idea of what they want but may not use the exact keywords that exist 
in your product data.

Synonym Recognition

Because shoppers describe products in their own terms, it’s important 
to recognize synonyms, common abbreviations and misspellings 
in order to map them to relevant products -- regardless of what 
keywords appear in titles, descriptions, tags or reviews. It’s also 
important to understand how language varies region-by-region. 
For example, “sneakers” in the US may be described as “runners” in 
Canada and “trainers” in the UK.

When providing product information to merchants, brands and 
manufacturers often forget the nuances with which customers describe 
products. Industry and trade-specific jargon such as “polyurethane” 
or “PU” may appear in the materials field, and “faux leather” in the 
product title, though consumers search for “vegan leather.”

Natural language processing and semantic algorithms decode 
customer intent and ensures no product is left behind, and no 
irrelevant products are returned.

When search engines don’t recognize synonyms, they may return no 
results, or partial results depending on exact-query matching
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Attribute Awareness

Product attributes such as colorways, styles, materials 
and units of measure each have their own variants and 
associated terms. Intelligent search parses out which 
keywords in a query are brand or product names versus 
product types or product attributes, and maps synonyms 
to each portion of a query. 

For example, a search for “oxblood vegan leather moto 
jacket size 8” is very specific. A traditional search engine 
may choke on this query and deliver no results or return 
results for any product matching any keyword. Intelligent 
search can retrieve documents matching any of the 
following keywords within product data:

“oxblood” - maroon, burgundy, red, dark red, deep red, 
wine, merlot, mahogany, deep red, deep scarlet

“moto” - motorcycle, biker

“vegan leather” - faux leather, polyurethane, PU, 
synthetic leather, imitation leather, leatherette

“size 8” - M, Medium, 8, 10 (UK), 38 (Europe)

Attribute awareness is especially important for large B2C 
catalogs and B2B catalogs for which part numbers and 
specifications are critical to locating the right product. 
Search must also understand how inches convert to 
centimeters, how sizes convert across geographies and 
how industry jargon maps to everyday vernacular.
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Usage Intent

A search query may include explicit attributes such as “red,” 
or implicit attributes such as “moisturizing” or “for dry skin” 
which may relate to usage intent or a problem to solve. 
These queries often relate to (but may not exactly match) 
keywords found in ingredients and materials fields, or within 
customer reviews and “how to use” sections of product 
descriptions. 

Artificial intelligence understands the semantic relationship 
between such keywords and product attributes, having 
learned these affinities through crawling blogs, social 
platforms, Wikipedia articles, reviews sites and online 
catalogs. For example, a search for “moisturizer for dry skin” 
may return products containing shea butter, ceramides or 
hyaluronic acid. 

Intelligent search also excludes products that don’t match 
usage criteria. A search for “wet food for small dogs” should 
not just bury products for larger dogs but exclude them 
completely.
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User Context

Great site search not only identifies search intent but matches it with 
user context to return personalized product results, ranked in the order 
most relevant to an individual. 

Profile Data

When a shopper is logged in, intelligent search can leverage 
profile data such as age, gender, interests, purchase history and 
demographic information based on zip code. It can also ingest data 
from email marketing programs to track what campaigns customers 
respond to, products they click and more. Integrations with social 
networks pass information on interests and behavioral data that 
can round out a customer’s profile and help match them to similar 
customers.

Anonymous visitors also carry contextual clues intelligent search can 
use to personalize. If a visitor in Arizona searches for jackets in February, 
lighter weight styles can be shown versus what would appear to 
shoppers in Alaska or Colorado. Similarly, products with shipping 
restrictions can be scrubbed from search results for shoppers outside 
the country, or in states with specific regulations (such as products 
affected by California’s Proposition 65).

On-site Behavior

For known and anonymous users alike, information stored in cookies or 
server sessions reveal search and browse history, as well as interactions 
with site features like store locators, store inventory lookup and “sort 
by” to determine if a visitor’s influenced by price, top rated, best-
selling, newest or most discounted products.

For example, if in a recent visit a user browsed the men’s department, a 
search for “jeans” would scope results to men’s styles. A customer who 
bought baby clothes for 3-6 months three months ago may be shown 
results for 6-12 months in their next visit. Over time, a visitor’s profile 
reflects implicit price, brand, department and location preferences. 

User context doesn’t just apply to search results, but also to 
autosuggestions. Traditional site search tools typically pull 
search suggestions based on search frequency and don’t tailor 
recommendations to the individual user. Intelligent search not only 
selects the most relevant terms, it also merges similar terms and 
variants to keep the suggestion menu clean and easy to scan. Ever 
learning from “click feedback,” it re-ranks or drops autosuggestions 
over time.

Ideally, autosuggest recommends the most relevant search terms fast 
-- even after two or three keystrokes. Knowing a visitor’s context helps 
choose the best suggestions from the universe of potential matches, 
rather than return everything matching two or three characters. 

Context also helps search choose from the right department. A 
customer typing “pur mineral” may be looking for “Pur mineral makeup” 
or “Pur MineralClear water filters.” Past activity in the cosmetics or 
kitchen appliances departments can inform intelligent search of 
the most likely intent. What’s in a visitor’s cart may also influence 
autosuggestions and product results. For instance, when waterproof 
mascara is in the cart, a search for “makeup remover” may boost 
products with the “waterproof” attribute.

Wisdom of the Crowd

Intelligent search doesn’t just track your own site visitors but monitors 
Web-wide demand -- trending data across properties like Google, 
Yahoo, Bing, social networks and more. A Super Bowl ad for Planter’s 
peanuts may cause a real-time surge of searches or search ad clicks. 
Intelligent search can apply this insight to autosuggestions and 
product results immediately, showing peanuts ahead of plant pots in a 
search for “planters.”

The ability to blend user context and map it to “look-alike clusters” of 
users boosts intelligent search’s predictive power. Collaborative filtering 
identifies shared behaviors, preferences and visitor attributes using 
vector mathematics and, combined with natural language processing, 
curates product results and optimizes ranking.
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Device Context

User behavior and conversion rates typically vary across desktop, tablet and 
smartphone devices -- even across browsers and handset models with varying 
screen sizes and capabilities. Owners of different device classes may also skew 
to certain age cohorts, income demographics and level of digital savvy.

Form Factors and Usability

The biggest challenge for search usability and conversion on mobile devices is 
screen size. Search “boxes” are typically collapsed to magnifying glass icons, 
sometimes hidden behind a “hamburger menu.”

Once engaged, mobile keyboards often occupy half the screen space (while 
autosuggest menus may take up the rest). Typing on mobile is more difficult, 
and a device’s native autocorrect feature can hijack a customer’s search query 
-- especially when typing brand names and other keywords not found in a 
standard dictionary.

While autosuggestion can compete for screen space on mobile devices, it 
helps customers find products faster and with less friction. Filtered and faceted 
navigation is typically hidden behind a button and disappears from view as 
a user scrolls on mobile, unlike desktop devices where they’re always visible. 
Guiding customers to a more specific, tighter set of results makes it easier to 
view matches and make a quick purchase decision.

Intelligent search learns how mobile users engage with search across queries 
and devices, and continually optimizes the number of autosuggested terms 
shown for each query, as well as re-rank suggestions based on device-specific 
responses. For example, mobile users may use search to locate categories 
more often than desktop users. 

Similarly, AI can optimize product results by device segment. For example, 
products with clearer thumbnail images (close-up with less white space) are 
easier to view within a product grid. Such images may win more clicks and 
views on mobile devices than on desktop, and intelligent search will learn to 
prioritize them in results. It also tracks the difference between click-through 
and sell-through by device and can re-rank products based on propensity to 
buy.
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Customize Search to Your Business Context

Intelligent search learns quickly from observation but can 
be fine-tuned to reflect business goals. Algorithms alone 
are agnostic to decisions made in the boardroom such 
as quarterly revenue targets, sales and merchandising 
strategies, upcoming promotional events, new product 
launches, and Marketing’s defined customer segments. 
Applying contextual merchandising logic to AI-driven search 
blends the power of man and machine, ensuring search 
results reflect your business objectives.

Boost and Bury 

Intelligent search provides business tooling to adjust 
ranking algorithms site-wide, within a specific category, or 
for specific keywords. Fields such as price, inventory levels, 
date added, brand, category, color, material and the like 
can be given higher or lower weightings to “boost” or “bury” 
matches with given attributes.

Tags such as sale, clearance, staff picks or exclusives, as well 
as performance metrics such as click-through, add to cart, 
favorites, conversion rate, margin and revenue may also be 
adjusted. Beyond the product feed, you may wish to use 
custom attributes from data sources such as your ERP, CRM, 
in-store purchase data and social applications (provided 
your search tool can ingest this data).
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Hard and Soft Boost

Each adjustment to boost and bury logic can be “hard” or 
“soft,” depending on the degree of impact you want (from 0 
to 100). For example, you may determine margin and revenue 
matter most to your business, while price and average rating 
matter most to customers. Your strategy may be to boost star 
rating by 60, revenue by 50, margin by 40 and price by 25. Or, 
you may want to boost your house brands by 60, leaving all 
other values equal.

Similarly, you may want to “hard bury” older or heavily 
discounted products, despite their popularity or sales history. 
You can choose to bury out-of-stock products or exclude them 
completely until inventory is replenished. With learning search, 
products with dwindling inventory will naturally fall in position as 
click-to-purchase ratios drop. However, applying a bury control 
to inventory and SKU variant tells your AI to adjust ranking 
ahead of this trend, even when such products remain highly 
relevant to a keyword.

Some platforms support boost and bury control for both search 
and category merchandising. Remember search results should 
be ranked primarily by keyword relevance and match to user 
intent. Thus, we generally recommend softer boosts for search 
results than categories, which don’t have relevance as a factor. 
Hard buries may equally apply to both search and category 
pages. 
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Category or Keyword-specific Boost and Bury

Many merchants leverage redirects to category or landing 
pages for exact-match (navigational) queries. This allows you 
to leverage merchandising logic applied to predefined product 
sets and apply time-limited merchandising rules for sales 
events, thematic campaigns or seasonality.

Category and keyword-level control allows you to apply the 
right ranking criteria by product type. For example, “newness” 
matters more for seasonal apparel than evergreen categories 
like office supplies, for which price or star rating may have most 
influence. 

Segmented Targeting

You may also wish to teach AI how to recognize and target 
customer segments that you define. For example, certain 
brands may be excluded from results in geographies with 
shipping restrictions. High ticket items may get a boost within 
certain geographies, or for customers in a “profitable” or 
“frequent purchaser” cohort. Different ranking rules may be 
applied to wholesalers and distributors versus smaller B2B 
buyers and consumers.
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Slot Rules 

Sometimes you want to ensure a specific product or set of products rank first for a given search. Slot rules allow you to pin products to any position within the 
grid, and let the algorithm rank the rest. 

For some cases, such as broad terms that return a large number of results that span across departments and categories (like “fishing” or “mid-century 
modern”), you may wish to fix the top slots with a variety of products from different categories. Left alone, the algorithm may populate these terms with best 
sellers that overrepresent one category or a low price point.

A/B Testing

When applying your own merchandising rules to AI-driven search, the ability to measure the impact of your strategies is valuable. Look for intelligent search 
with native A/B testing. But keep in mind, A/B testing is most accurate when tests are simple and sample sizes are large. For this reason, you may limit your 
testing to site-wide boost and bury or the most popular searches, or run tests on category pages and apply your learnings to search.

Extending Search Beyond the Storefront

Digital commerce doesn’t stop at the dot-com site. Headless commerce allows merchants to extend commerce functionality to multiple touchpoints, 
including mobile apps, interactive content, chatbots, in-store displays, augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) experiences.

These touchpoints often have their own context and use cases, and consume commerce services in bespoke ways, tailoring functionality and business logic 
through APIs. Likewise, each touchpoint may have its own context for site search.

For example, a home improvement retailer may have an augmented reality app that allows a shopper to visualize products in their own home through a 
smartphone camera. The retailer wants customers to search and browse furniture and decor within the app, but exclude SKUs that are irrelevant to the 
experience. App users are asked to fill in profiles with color and style preferences, which are applied as boosts to the search algorithm.

Intelligent search can also be used to merchandise content. A brand or retailer that publishes blogs, lookbooks, buying guides or digital magazines can 
make them natively shoppable by populating carousels with relevant product recommendations. Intelligent search can be tuned to match specific tags, 
keywords and other attributes and continually optimize featured products based on performance within each piece of content, rather than apply the global 
performance from the online store.
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Elastic Path and Bloomreach

With robust and flexible APIs, Bloomreach and Elastic Path 
support innovation and future-proofs your digital commerce 
solution. Together, they empower marketers and developers to 
deliver relevant, personalized search and merchandising tailored 
to each touchpoint for a frictionless customer experience that 
measurably impacts revenue.

Elastic Path Commerce
Elastic Path Commerce is a headless, API-driven platform 
that extends commerce to any digital experience, including 
emerging touchpoints such as AR/VR, chatbots, shoppable 
content, voice commerce and in-store digital. Elastic Path offers 
a unified view of customer behavior and interest, cumulative 
data from each customer’s interaction and transaction history 
across individual buying journeys. 

Achieve Contextual Commerce 
Everywhere

Serving the right products to the right customer at 
any touchpoint -- while ensuring recommendations 
match the objectives and strategies of the business 
-- requires the right technology. 

Bloomreach Search and Merchandising 

Combines machine learning and AI to deliver 
powerful, personalized recommendations on a 1:1 
level. Natural language programming and semantic 
algorithms recognize intent, while AI blends real-
time data from individual and aggregate visitors 
within the parameters you set for your business. 

For over a decade, Bloomreach has developed 
an industry leading synonym database that uses 
semantic understanding technology to stay at the 
forefront of language, search trends and contextual 
relevance. With over 100 million pages and up to ten 
terabytes of data processed daily, the cloud-based 
platform continually crawls and analyzes Google, 
Wikipedia, popular blogs and consumer review sites, 
to expose its algorithms to the most up to date 
trends and queries. 

Bloomreach understands the relationship between 
websites within verticals, meaning your intelligent 
search needs less time to learn. Unlike other machine 
learning applications that “start from scratch,” you 
can leverage Bloomreach’s rich intelligence from day 
one, while fine-tuning the algorithm with your own 
merchandising rules through native business tooling 
and A/B testing. Bloomreach search customers 
report up to 40% conversion and revenue lift.
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Are you looking to deliver  unified commerce experiences 
across all customer touchpoints? We can help!  Contact 
Elastic Path and Bloomreach.

info@elasticpath.com   |   info@bloomreach.com
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